
Orion W - Bass Trap -  Corner

Tuneable Pistonic Diaphragmatic
Absorber

Performanc e

Tec hnic al Information

Features

T ype:

T uneable weighted diafragmatic membrane

Recommended for:

Studios | Recording rooms

T uneable absorption range: 57Hz to 82Hz.

.T uneable weighted diafragmatic membrane

.Hz-by-Hz fine tuning

.New fine-tuning possibil ities.

Dimensions:

595x595x156mm

Dimensions:

FG | 595x595x156mm



Orion W - Bass Trap -  Corner

Tuneable Pistonic Diaphragmatic
Absorber

New fine-tuning possibil ities.

T he Corner bass trap is the latest in low frequency absorption. T his elegant panel integrates a tuneable

membrane ov er a sealed v olume, containing a high performance acoustic core. A secondary posterior

compartment positions a high density v elocity core in the high pressure zone of the room. T he panel is completely

tuneable, by means of an adjustable weighted membrane, allowing to pin-point the performance of the panel to a

target frequency.

T he panels' tuneable membrane works in a similar way to a speaker cone, allowing for a much superior - and

controlled - performance. A central mass is supported by an elastic membrane - T his mass can then be altered to

change the resonant frequency of the membrane, stepping the peak performance of the T rap from 57 to 82 Hz.

Produc t finishes

(FG) Product Fire Grade -  Furniture Grade

FG | (L01) Blanc FG | (L02) Noir FG | (L03) Rouge FG | (L05) Silv er FG | (L06) Noir

V int age

FG | (L07) Graphit e

Black

FG | (L08) Rose Gold FG | (L09) Classic

Gold

FG | (L10) Bronze FG | (L11) Raw

W hit e

FG | (L12) Raw

Black

FG | (W 01) Cerise FG | (W 02) Marron FG | (W 03) W enge
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